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Urban curbside spaces management is
an emerging issue because of emerging
sources of demands and the activities’
stochastic nature.

Methodologies

The goal is to maximize user utility, maximize
infrastructure utilization, and minimize urban
traffic impact.

This is a two-sided market, and the parking
assignment is derived based on vehicles’
actions (when to join the parking market), curbs’
actions (how many spaces to repurpose to
which vehicle class), and historical roadway
traffic.

This is a Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
problem, where both vehicles and curbs are
agents, although heterogeneous. Their
decisions will impact the supply and demand of
the parking market, and thus future local traffic.

Initial research efforts implemented two MARL
algorithms, as well as two naïve control
strategies as baseline.

> Independent Advantage Actor Critic (IA2C);
> Cooperative Advantage Actor Critic (CA2C);
> No-action (fixed curb configuration);
> Last-minute experience (adjust based on
experience from last minute);

Numerical Experiment

A numerical experiment was conducted in an
extracted Seattle 3-by-3 network. Notice this
experiment is initial, and only curb decisions in
the hetereogeneous MARL setting is
investigated. Vehicles are currently not
modeled as agents.

> Real-world network and parking transactions
data are extracted and loaded;
> Objective function is to minimize costs of
vehicle reroutes – current costs are set as
$5/delivery vehicle reroute and $1/passenger
vehicle reroute;
> Results show the MARL algorithms are
outperforming naïve control strategies by very
large margin.

Conclusions

Looking at this curbside parking problem as a
cyber-physical system (CPS) is rewarding. In
future scenarios, communications and
controllability will be possible, which makes this
research meaningful.

Our results show that MARL is effective in
capturing the curbs agents’ dynamics. And our
next step is to model vehicles as the other
group of agents and allow for further cross-
group communication. This is not previously
investigated in any MARL research

Figure 1. Framework of curbside space management system
Figure 5. Two A2C models perform better than naïve two naïve control
strategies: no action and last-minute experience.

Figure 3. Simulation network in Seattle roadway network and the
extracted parking configuration in SUMO.
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Figure 4. Simulation network in Seattle roadway network and the
extracted parking configuration in SUMO.

Urban curbside spaces are valuable urban
assets that bridge the transport function of
streets and the relevant other activities.
Traditionally, they are simply yielded to parking
for convenience. However, this may hinder
other alternative uses of the spaces. This
competition for curbside spaces has only
intensified recently, with (1) emerging demands
from E-commerce and new mobility services,
e.g., ridesourcing offered by TNCs.

Demands from vehicles of various classes with
various duration and space requirements are
overwhelming the current curbside
management system. Failures of such these
systems are too often observed:
> UPS trucks double-park and disrupt following
traffic;
> Uber drivers cruise around while waiting for
customers.

Several gaps exist in current practices:
> Disconnected physical and cyber components
– missing communication and info retrieval;
> Lack of demand-responsive and forward-
looking control algorithms;
> Absence of consideration for impact brought
about by future smart cities technologies;
> Missing participation from urban road traffic
in modeling;

We look at this as a cyber-physical system (Fig
1), with input from vehicles, curb infrastructure,
and urban roadway traffic.

Introduction


